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We show that the hyperspace 9(X) of all nonempty finite subsets of a metric space X, 
topologized by the Hausdorff metric, is homeomorphic to the K,-dimensional linear metric space 
r: if and only if X is nondegenerate, connected, locally path-connected, and the countable union 
of finite-dimensional compact subsets. More generally, we obtain such a characterization which 
applies to any subspace of s(X) with a certain expansion property. 
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1. Introduction 
For a metric space X, let 9(X) be the hyperspace of all nonempty finite subsets, 
topologized by the Hausdorff metric. Thus 9(X) is a subspace of the hyperspace 
2x of all nonempty compact subsets. There are many hyperspace characterization 
theorems giving necessary and sufficient conditions on X such that some subspace 
of 2x is homeomorphic to a particular space H or to some member of a particular 
topological class %Y For example, such theorems are known for the class of absolute 
retracts, for the Hilbert cube, and for Hilbert space. (We refer the reader to [8] for 
general information on hyperspaces). 
In this paper we obtain another hyperspace characterization theorem, with respect 
to the hyperspace 9(X) and the linear space 1; = {( tZ) E 1” : ti = 0 for almost all i} 
which is homeomorphic to every &-dimensional linear metric space (see [l], [5]). 
Specifically, 9(X) = fiif and only if X is nondegenerate, g-fd-compact (a countable 
union of finite-dimensional compact sets), connected, and locally path-connected. 
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(It is easily seen that no full hyperspace 2x is homeomorphic to 1;; in fact, if 2x 
is nondegenerate and continuum-connected, then so is X, which implies that 2x 
contains a copy of the Hilbert cube). 
More generally, consider a nonempty F,-subspace % c S(X) with the following 
expansion property: if FE S(X) contains an element of g, then FE %‘. Our main 
result is that 8 = Zj if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
i) X is aafd-compact; 
ii) X is locally path-connected; 
iii) X has only finitely many components, at least one of which is nondegenerate; 
and 
iv) each element of 8 meets each component of X. 
The proof is based on Mogilski’s topological characterization of 1; [7]. While in 
general there does not appear to be a “natural” realization of FZ as an fd-cap-set 
in a Hilbert cube, such a realization does exist in the case that X admits a metric 
with Property S (see Section 5). 
2. Proof of necessity 
Let ‘8 c 9(X) be a nonempty F,-subspace with the above expansion property 
(we call 8 an expansion hyperspace). In this section we demonstrate the necessity 
of conditions i)-iv) for 8 = I:. 
2.1. Lemma. If 8 is cr-fd-compact, 
Proof. Consider any element F of %‘. Then for each x E X, F, = F u {x} is an element 
of %‘, and {F,: x E X} c 8 is a closed copy of the quotient space X/F. Thus Xl F 
is cT-fd-compact, X\F is a-fd-compact, and X = (X\F) u F is a-fd-compact. 
2.2. Lemma. Let At c 9(X) be compact and locally connected. Then IJ A c X is 
compact and locally connected. 
Proof. Compactness is clear. Suppose l_, A is not locally connected. Then there is 
a convergence sequence {Xi} +x in IJ .A& and E > 0, such that no subsequence of 
{xi} lies in a connected subset of U Ju with diameter less than E. Let {Fi} be a 
sequence in A with xi E F, for each i; by compactness, we may assume {I;;} converges 
to an element F of A, and x E F. Let V be a neighborhood of x such that F n V = {x} 
and diam V< e. There exists a connected neighborhood % of F in A such that 
each element of Q intersects V. We may assume that the sequences {xl} and {F,} 
are in V and Ou, respectively. Then L = IJ {E n V: E E “u} is a subset of U A with 
diameter less than E, {xi} c L, and it is easily seen that L is connected, contradicting 
our hypothesis on the sequence {xi}. Thus IJ JU is locally connected. 
2.3. Lemma. If 8 is locally path-connected, then so is X. 
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Proof. Let x E X. Choose an element F of 8 containing x, and let O< F < 
4 min{d(x, x’): x’ E F\(x)}. Choose 0 < S < E such that for every element E of the 
&neighborhood of F in 8, there exists a path in 5% between E and F with diameter 
less than e. We claim that for every y E N,(x), there exists a path in N,(x) between 
x and y. For, consider E = F u { y}, and let (T : I+ 57 be a path with (~(0) = F, u( 1) = E, 
and diam a( I) < E. Then a(t) n N,(x) c a(t) n N,(x) # p) for each t E 1, and the 
function ‘T: I+ 9(X), defined by r(l) = g(f) n N,(x), is continuous. Since r(O) = 
F n N,(x) = {x} is connected, U {7(t): f~ 1)~ NF(x) is connected, and by the 
previous lemma U {r(t) : t E I} is also compact and locally connected, therefore 
path-connected. Since r( 1) = {x, y}, it follows that there is a path in N,(x) between 
x and y. Thus X is locally path-connected. 
It was shown in [3] that 2x is an ANR if and only if X is locally continuum- 
connected, and an example was given of a l-dimensional, u-compact, locally 
continuum-connected metric space which is not locally path-connected. Thus 2x 
may be an ANR, while 9(X) is not. 
2.4. Theorem. If an expansion hyperspace 8 c S(X) is homeomorphic to l.+, then X 
and 8 must satisfy the conditions i)-iv). 
Proof. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 show that X is a-fd-compact and locally path-connected. 
If some element of g were disjoint from some component V of X, then 8 = 
{E E 8: E n V = 0) u {E E 8: E n V # 0) would be a separation. Thus each element 
of 8’ meets each component of X, which implies that X has only finitely many 
components. Obviously, at least one of these components must be nondegenerate. 
3. Beginning the proof of sufficiency 
In this section we show that if the conditions i)-iv) are satisfied, then the expansion 
hyperspace 5? is a CT-fd-compact AR with the property that every compact subset 
is a Z-set. This is part of what is required for the application in Section 4 of 
Mogilski’s $-characterization theorem. 
3.1. Lemma. If X is a-fd-compact, then so is the hyperspace 9(X). 
Proof. For each n, let s,,(X) = {FE 9(X): card FS n}. Clearly, it suffices to show 
that for every finite-dimensional compacturn Y and each n, 9,,(Y) is a finite- 
dimensional compacturn. Since gn( Y) is closed in the compact hyperspace 2y, 
sn;n( Y) is compact. Considering the decomposition %,,( Y) = (9,,( Y)\S+,( Y)) u 
9+,(Y), and noting that sn( Y)\9_,( Y) 1s g-compact and has dimension not 
exceeding n dim Y, we inductively obtain dim 9,,( Y) G n dim Y. 
3.2. Lemma. If X is 1ocaIly path-connected, then so is every expansion hyperspace g. 
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Proof. Given FE ‘8, with F = {x,, . . . , x,}, and E >O, choose 8~0 such that for 
each i = 1, . . , n and each y E N,(xi), there exists a path in NF(xi) between x, and 
y. We may assume that N,(x,) n N,(x,) = 0 for i # j. Now consider any element E 
of N,(F) n 8, where N,(F) denotes the open &neighborhood of F in 9(X) 
with respect to the Hausdorff metric. Then E c IJ; N,(x,), and E n N&(x,) #(II for 
each i. Clearly, there exists a path in N,(F) n 5f between E and F (take a path 
between E and E u F, followed by a path between E u F and F). 
The following lemma is the key in the construction of maps from polytopes into 
expansion hyperspaces. B”+’ denotes the (n f I)-ball, and S” its boundary. 
3.3. Lemma. For each n 3 1, there exists a map r: B”+’ + 9s(Sn) such that r(x) = {x} 
for every x E S”. 
Proof. For n = 1, the existence of the desired map r: B2+ 9x(S’) is a consequence 
of the simple-connectedness of s3(S’) (which is due to Bott). Such a map can also 
be constructed directly, as follows. Coordinatize S’ as [0,27r], with 0 and 2rr 
identified. For 0 E [0,27r], set ts = min{ 0,27r - e}. Then the homotopy 
h(B,t)={e-t,0+t}, Ostst,, 
followed by the homotopy 
k(0, t)={t,2n-t}u(h(fl, t,)n[t,2n-r]), O~ts7~, 
provides a homotopy in ss(S’) between the inclusion map ‘3 + { 0} of S’ and the 
constant map 6’ + {5-r}. 
The proof is completed by induction on n. For n 2 2, suppose there exists a map 
f: I?“+ 9~(SflP’) such that f(x) ={x} for every XE S”-‘. With B”+’ = 
{x E R”+‘: llxl\ s l}, let Z-: B”+’ + B” be the projection map, and consider the map 
g: B”+’ + ss(Sn) which is the composition 
B ,,+’ 3 B” 4 s3( T’) 4 9&Sn), 
The g(x) = {x} for x E S”-‘, but for x E Sn\SnP’, g(x) E 9j(Sn-‘). However, glS” is 
homotopic in sx(S”) to the inclusion map S” + 9s(Sn), via the homotopy 
7(x, t) = 
{ 
tx+(l -t)jI 
lltx+(l--t)pll 
:pEg(x) ) 
I 
Octal. 
Thus the desired map r: B”+’ + 9x(Sn) can be constructed from the map g and the 
homotopy y. 
3.4. Lemma. 
Proof. Given an open cover Du of 8, it suffices to find an open refinement 7f such 
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that every partial V-realization in 8 of a simplical polytope with the Whitehead 
topology can be extended to a full %-realization (see [6]). And by Lemma 3.2, it 
suffices to consider only those partial realizations whose domains include the 
l-skeleton of the polytope. 
Let ‘Ir be a refinement of % by open metric balls (with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric). Let a polytope K and a partial V-realization f: L+ ‘8 be given, where L is 
a subpolytope of K containing the I-skeleton. For every 2-simplex (T of K\L, let 
r,: o + s3(bd (T) be a map given by Lemma 3.3. We extend f over u by the formula 
F(p)={xEX: xEf(b) for some bEr,(p)}. 
Since f(bd a) c V for some metric ball V E “Ir, we have F(p) E V for each p E u. 
Following this procedure for each 2-simplex in K \ L, then for each 3-simplex, etc., 
we obtain an extension off to a full realization F: K + 5Z such that for each simplex 
u of K, if f(a n L) c V E v, then also F(a) c V. Thus F is a V-realization and 
perforce a Q-realization. 
3.5. Lemma. If each element of an expansion hyperspace 8 meets each path-component 
of X, then 8 is n-connected for all n. 
Proof. We show first that 8 is path-connected. Consider E, FE 2% Then E u FE g, 
and since E meets each path-component of X, there exists a path in % between E 
and E u F. Similarly, there exists a path between F and E u F. Thus g is path- 
connected. Connectedness in higher dimensions is a direct consequence of Lemma 
3.3. 
3.6. Lemma. Let X be locally path-connected, and let Z? be an expansion hyperspace 
such that each element of % meets each component of X. Then 8 is an AR. 
Proof. The components of X are its path-components. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, g 
is an ANR which is n-connected for all n, and therefore an AR. 
3.7. Lemma. Let SZ be an expansion hyperspace such that each element of 25’ meets a 
nondegenerate component of X. Let YC be a compact subset of 8, and let 9 = {E E 8: E 
is not contained in any element of YC}. Then 9 is dense in 26’. 
Proof. Let FE ‘8 and F > 0 be given. Choose x E F such that x lies in a nondegenerate 
component of X. Then there exists a sequence {x,} in X\(x) converging to x, with 
d(x,x,)<s for each n. Set F,,=Fu {x ,,..., x,}. Then {F,,} is a sequence in Z’, 
with d(F, F,) < E for each n. We claim that for some n, F,, E 9. For if not, there 
exists a sequence {K,} in Yt such that K, 2 F, for each n. Clearly, no subsequence 
of {K,} converges in 9(X), contradicting the compactness of Yt Thus 9 is dense 
in g. 
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A closed subset C of a metric space Y is a Z-set in Y if, for each compact subset 
K of Y and each e > 0, there exists a map n: K + Y\C with d( 7, id) < e. 
3.8. Lemma. Let X be locally path-connected, and let ‘8 be an expansion hyperspace 
such that each element of ST meets a nondegenerate component of X. Then every compact 
subset of 25 is a Z-set. 
Proof. For a compact subset .7C of S?, let 9 be the dense subset described in Lemma 
3.7. Note that 9 is itself an expansion hyperspace, and 9 n .7C = 0. Given an arbitrary 
compact subset J+? of k%, and F > 0, we wish to construct a map n:Ju + 9 with 
d (7, id) < E. Using the techniques in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, this can be 
done by considering an open cover { %,, . . . , Q,,} of JIX with sufficiently small mesh, 
assigning to each ai an element Q of 9 which is sufficiently close to some element 
of Qi, and extending this function to a full realization f of the nerve N of 
(“111,. . . , %I in the expansion hyperspace 9. Then the desired map n is obtained 
as the composition .& ++ N L 9, where cy is any barycentric map. 
4. Constructing a strongly universal tower for fd-compacta 
We find it convenient to use a ‘tower’ version of the &characterization theorem. 
4.1. Definition. A tower of subsets Y, c YZc * . . in a metric space Y is called a 
strongly universal tower for fd-compacta if, for every map f: A + Y of a finite- 
dimensional compactum into Y, for every closed subset B of A such that f 1 B: B + Y,, 
is an imbedding into some Y,,,, and for every E > 0, there exists an imbedding 
h:A+ Y,,, for some n>m, such that hlB=flB and d(h,f)<e. 
4.2. Proposition. [5]. Let Y be a u-fd-compact metric AR in which every compact 
subset is a Z-set, and suppose that Ycontains a strongly universal towerforfd-compacta. 
Then Y 5 1:. 
Thus, to complete the proof of sufficiency of conditions i)-iv) for Z? = I:, it remains 
to construct in E’ a strongly universal tower for fd-compacta. We will need the 
following technical lemmas. 
4.3. Lemma. Let Y be a connected, locally path-connected metric space. Then Yadmits 
a metric d such that for all x, YE Y, d(x, y) = inf{diam CY: CY is a path between x 
and y}. 
Proof. Starting with any admissible metric p on Y, the topologically equivalent 
metric d, defined by d(x, y) = inf{diam,cu: (Y is a path between x and y}, has the 
desired property. 
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4.4. Lemma. Let Y be a nondegenerate, connected, locally path-connected metric space, 
with a metric d as in (4.3), and let { yI} be a sequence in Y. Then there a sequence 
graphs {r,} Y such 
1) TCCrr+,; 
y, E and 
3) all x, Ti, there a path in T,,, x and with diam 
Proof. Let r, be any arc containing y,. Suppose r,, . . . , I’, have been chosen, 
satisfying conditions I)-3). Let T be a triangulation of r, with mesh T < 1/7i. For 
each pair of distinct vertices v, w of T, choose an arc LY in Y between v and w with 
diam a < d(u, w) + 1/7i. We wish to adjoin these arcs {a,, . . , a,} to ri, as part of 
the procedure for constructing a graph ri+, satisfying condition 3). Of course, 
ri u (Y, u. . . u a, may not be a graph; to obtain a graph, we must partially re-route 
the paths given by {cy,, . . . , a,}. 
Specifically, consider the arc (Y,. Let {o,, . . . , u,,,} be the collection of principal 
simplexes of the triangulation T. If the intersection cy, n o, is nondegenerate, let p, 
and T, be the smallest subarcs of (Y, and g,, respectively, which contain CX, n u,, 
and replace (Y, by the arc CX,,, = (a,\p,) u 7,. If (Y, n (T, is empty or a single point, 
take (Y,,, = a,. Next, consider the intersection (Y ,,, n (T*. If this is nondegenerate, let 
p2 and TV be the smallest subarcs of (Y ,,, and uz, respectively, which contain LY,,, n uz, 
and replace LY,,, by the arc a,,z = ((Y,,,\&) u r2. Otherwise, take (Y,,~ = [Y,.,. Continu- 
ing this procedure, we eventually obtain an arc CY,,,, = LYE such that bd LX: = bd (Y,, 
diam a: ~2 mesh T+diam (Y, <diam(bd a,)+3/7i, and r, u aT is a graph. 
Now choose a triangulation T, of ri u LY T with mesh T, < 1/7i, and repeat the 
above procedure with respect to the arc o2 and the triangulation T,. We thus obtain 
an arc LX; in Y such that bd CY; = bd (Ye, diam (Y$ < diam(bd CKJ +3/7i, and I; u aT u 
af is a graph. Containing this procedure, we eventually obtain a graph r, u CZT u 
. . . u CT: which we claim satisfies condition 3). Given x, y E r,, let v be an endpoint 
of a simplex of T containing x, and w an endpoint of a simplex containing y. Then 
there are arcs nX and ny in ri between x and v, and between y and w, respectively, 
with diameters not exceeding mesh T. For some js n, the arc aj has endpoints u 
and w, as does the arc (YJ*, and diam ‘aT<d(v, w)+3/7i. Thus y=nXua~un~ 
provides a path in ri u CYT u . . . u (Y X between x and y, and diam y s diam nX + diam 
CX: + diam rh,<d(v, w)+5/7iGd(v, x)+d(x, y)+d(y, w)+5/7i<d(x, y)+l/i. 
And since Y is path-connected, the graph r, u CYT u . . . u a: may be expanded, if 
necessary, to produce a graph ri+, containing yi+,. 
We also need the following result from [4]. 
4.5. Proposition. For every graph T and every i, there exists an imbedding e: 4(r) x 
[0, l] + T;(r), for some j > i, such that e( F, 0) = F and e( F, t) =, F for all F and t. 
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4.6. Lemma. Let g be a separable expansion hyperspace, let X be locally path-connected 
with finitely many components, at least one of which is nondegenerate, and suppose 
that each element of FZ meets each component of X. Then ZS contains a strongly universal 
tower for fd-compacta. 
Proof. Let { Y,, . . . , Y,} be the components of X; we may assume that each com- 
ponent is nondegenerate. Using Lemma 4.3, we may construct a metric d for X 
such that for each k, and all x, y E Yk, d(x, y) = inf{diam a : a is a path between x 
and y}. (For x E Y,,, and y E Y,, with m f n, define d(x, y) = max{diam Yk: 1 s k s I}). 
Let {D,} be a dense sequence in g’. In each Yk, choose a sequence {yf: i 2 l} whose 
range is the countable set lJr=, (D, n Yk). By Lemma 4.4, there exists in each Yk 
a sequence of graphs {r:: i 2 l} such that: 
3) for all x, y E r:, there exists a path y in rF+, between x and y with diam 
y<d(x, y)+l/i. 
For each i, let gE = {E E Z?: E = IJ: C,, C, E Si(rF)}. Note that DC UT” Z?+ We 
verify that {gi} is a strongly universal tower for fd-compacta. Given a finite- 
dimensional compacturn A, a closed subset B c A, a map f: A + 8 such that f 1 B: B + 
gi is an imbedding into some gi, and E > 0, we first approximate f by a map g: A + gm 
into some Em, m 2 i, such that f IL? = glB and d(f, g) < E. 
Let 011 be a localy finite open cover of A\B such that Nerve % is finite-dimensional, 
and such that for each U E %, diam U < dist( U, B) = inf{d( u, b) : u E U, b E B} and 
diamf(U)<&/7.Choose6>Osuchthatd(f(a),f(b))<s/7wheneverd(a,b)<6. 
For each U E % disjoint from N,(B), choose cp( U) E 9 such that d(cp( U), f (a)) < 
~17 for some a E U. For each U E % which intersects N6( B), choose b E B such that 
dist( U, B) = dist( U, b), and set cp( U) = f (b). S ince in the latter case dist( U, b) < 6, we 
have d(a, b) < 6 for some a E U, and d(cp( U), f(u)) < e/7. 
Since only finitely many elements of % can be disjoint from N,(B), and since 
f(B) c gi, the above choices define a function cp: “11 + gj for some j 3 i. The proofs 
of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 show that cp, regarded as a partial realization of Nerve % 
in %‘, can be extended to a full realization @: Nerve 011+ gm for some m 3 j. Moreover, 
using the fact that d(cp( U), cp( U’)) < 4e/7 whenever U n U’Z I?, and the property 
3) of each sequence of graphs {r:}, we may suppose that for each point p of the 
l-simplex UU’ of Nerve 011, d( Q(p), cp( U) u cp( U’)) < 5&/7. 
For each aE Un U’, d(f(a), cp(U))<2~/7 and d(f(a), cp(U’))<2~/7, thus 
d(f(a),cp(U)u~(U’))<2E/7,andd(f(a),~(p))<~foreachpasabove.Itthen 
follows from the construction of @ that the composition A\B 4 Nerve Ou 3 Z,,,, 
where (Y is a barycentric map, is within E of the restriction off to A\ B. Furthermore, 
@ may be constructed in such a manner that the diameters of the images of 
I-simplexes UU’ of Nerve 011 approach zero as dist( U, B) and dist( U’, B) approach 
zero (in defining @ over such I-simplexes, we do not use the property 3) of the 
sequences of graphs {rb}, but rather the local path-connectedness of each l-F itself). 
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Then the above composition extends by f over B, thus producing the desired 
approximation g: A+ Z?,,,, with d(f, g) < F and f/B = g/B. 
Finally, we use Proposition 4.5 to approximate the map g by an imbedding h 
into some SSn, n > m, with g/B = h/B. Let 7: A+ J be a map into some finite- 
dimensional cube such that the closed subset B is mapped onto some boundary 
point p of J, and such that if T(U) = ~(a’), then either a = a’ or a, U’E B. From (4.5), 
it is clear that there exists an imbedding e: %‘m XJ --f 8,, for some n > m, with 
e(E, p) = E for all E. And we may assume that d(e(E, q), E) < E -d(f; g) for all 
(E, q) E 8, xJ. Then the composition 
isthedesiredimbeddingh,withh/B=g/B=f/Bandd(f, h)cd(f,g)+d(g, h)<.z. 
4.7. Theorem. Let g c 9(X) be an expansion hyperspuce for which conditions i)-iv) 
are satisfied. Then 8 - 1:. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.6, 3.8, 4.2, and 4.6. 
4.8. Corollary. 9(X) = 1: if and only if the metric space X is nondegenerate, w-fd- 
compact, connected, and locally path-connected. 
Proof. From Theorems 2.4 and 4.7. 
4.9. Problem. Characterize those metric spaces X for which 9(X) is homeomorphic 
to the linear space E = {(ti) E 12: sup($ <CO}. The Hilbert cube is one such space [4]. 
5. ‘Natural’ hyperspace pairs 
Given an expansion hyperspace 8 c S(X) homeomorphic to I:, one may attempt 
to find ‘natural’ compactifications $? of %’ for which (g, %) = (Q, Qr), where Q = 
{(&) E 1’: suplit, d 1) is the Hilbert cube and Qr = Qn I;- 1: is an fd-cap-set in Q 
(for information on fd-cap-sets we refer the reader to [l] and [2]). One obvious 
possibility is to use locally connected compactifications of X, when they exist. This 
procedure will work if the compactifications have locally non-separating remainders. 
(A subset W of a space Y is locally non-separating in Y if, for each nonempty 
connected open subset U of Y, U\ W is nonempty and connected). 
5.1. Theorem. [4]. Let 8 c 9(X) be an expansion hyperspuce such that ‘iR = 1:. Sup 
pose that X admits a locally connected compuctificution 2, and let $? be the closure of 
?Z in 2‘+. Then 
1) %=Q; 
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2) 8 is a cr - Z-set in $?-; and 
3) (%, %) = (Q, Qr) if and only ifr;‘\X is locally non-separating in 2. 
It is easily shown (see [3]) that a metric space X admits a locally connected 
compactification with a locally non-separating remainder if and only if X admits 
a metric with Property S. (A metric d for X has Property S if X can be finitely 
covered by connected sets with arbitrarily small diameters). 
5.2. Corollary. Let X be a nondegenerate, strongly countable-dimensional Peano 
continuum, and let 8 c 9(X) be an expansion hyperspace. Then (g, 57) = (Q, Qf). In 
particular, (2x, S(X)) = (Q, Qf). 
Added in proof. It has recently been discovered that the characterization (4.2) 
requires the hypothesis that every compact subset C of Y is a strong Z-set, i.e., for 
every open cover “11 of Y there exists a map f: Y+ Y limited by 011 such that 
f(Y) fl C = 4. This hypothesis is verified in [4] for all expansion hyperspaces 
satisfying conditions i)-iv). 
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